Bedale Primary
Semi-Formal Newsletter
This term we have once again had to jump whole
heartedly into home learning. We are so very proud of all
our pupils who have adjusted to both learning at home
and learning in bubbles in school. We are happy to
welcome back all pupils and look forward to the Summer
Term altogether. Children are dealing with lots of
changes and have spent time getting back into routine,
practicing life skills and working on their communication!

Here are some photos of all their learning!

Spring Term STAR Pupil
Nominees for STAR of the term are;

2JD - Oscar Bogojevic, for improved use of
Clicker to make requests.

1OF - Leo Collins for showing super listening
skills by following one step instructions; doing
focused learning tasks for up to 5 minutes and
learning to use the toilet independently.

2NG – Libby Donnelly-Atkins for working
hard on her communication and sharing lots of
new words with us.

1HW – Sienna Smith for excellent
communication and settling into school
so well.

The WINNER is OSCAR
Does your child love Clicker too?

A big thankyou to Mrs Howell this term for
organising the Mowbray Movers miles this term.
Over the past 6 weeks we have walked an
incredible 3,058 miles TOGETHER! Our final
destination was the Abu Simbel Temples in
Egypt, which is a UNESCO World Heritage Site.

Rocco Zecca, Michael Zecca’s

I would like to mention

Dad in Primary has been

some important pupils

running 28 Half Marathons in
28 Days during February. This
was to raise money for Mowbray!
His go funding page alone raised a over £10,000
for our plans to build a Rebound Therapy Centre.
We are very excited at the prospect of having a
rebound centre, this will be a great addition to
school and will support each and every child!

who added massively to
this target in our pathway.

Riley Gilbank-Goodall in
Miss Faith’s class walked
63.58 miles towards the
walking challenge during
the 6 weeks.

William Whitehead in Mrs Wilkinson’s class
completed 8000 steps in one week without his
buggy. Incredible achievements!

